New Releases

**Fly With Me**
The story of the pioneering women who changed the world while flying it. Maligned as feminist sellouts, “stewardesses,” as they were called, were on the frontlines of a battle to assert gender equality and transform the workplace. **2x60 or 1x120 HD**

**Gospel**
From acclaimed scholar Henry Louis Gates, Jr., Gospel explores Black spirituality in sermon and song. From the blues to hip-hop, African Americans have been the driving force of sonic innovation for over a century. While musical styles come and go, there is one sound that has been a constant source of strength, courage, and wisdom from the pulpit to the choir lofts on any given Sunday: gospel. **4x60 HD**

**Armenia, My Home**
Spectacular aerial and ground views reveal what makes Armenia unique. Well known Armenian Americans share what makes the country “home” for even those in the diaspora, including actor/playwright Eric Bogosian, artist Michael Aram, authors Peter Balakian and Chris Bohjalian, television personalities and community leaders. Sites include Yerevan, the Genocide memorial, Mount Ararat and Khor Virap. **1x60 HD**

**Hunt for the Oldest DNA**
For decades, scientists have tried to unlock the secrets of ancient DNA, struggling to find DNA in fossils that could survive millions of years. Then, one maverick scientist had the controversial idea to look for DNA not in fossils or frozen ancient tissue—but in dirt. Follow the dramatic quest to recover DNA millions of years old and reveal a lost world from before the last Ice Age. **1x60 or 1x90 HD**
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**SEPTEMBER 8**

2\(^{\text{ND}}\) ANNIVERSARY OF QUEEN ELIZABETH II’S PASSING

**Queen Elizabeth II: In Their Own Words**
Follow Queen Elizabeth II’s remarkable life, from her youth to her uncle’s abdication, her father’s coronation as King George VI, her experience during World War II, her sudden ascension to the throne and her reign of more than 60 years. 1x55 HD

**The Queen and the Coup**
Feb 1953—the first anniversary of Queen Elizabeth II’s reign. Little does she know she is about to be deployed in a secret coup by the State Department and C.I.A. which will destroy Iran’s last democracy and relations with the West. 1x47 HD

**SEPTEMBER 11**

23\(^{\text{RD}}\) ANNIVERSARY OF THE 9/11 ATTACKS

**Generation 9/11**
*Generation 9/11* marks the 20th anniversary of the attacks by telling the stories of 7 young people whose fathers were killed that day. Their experiences echo those of an entire generation, whose lives so far have been bracketed by crisis. 2x56 HD

**America After 9/11**
How 9/11 ushered in an era of fear, mistrust, and division in America. The compromises and consequences for American democracy—from the terror attacks, through four presidencies, wars abroad, and ultimately insurrection at home. 1x113 HD

**Engineering Ground Zero**
With extraordinary access, NOVA follows the five-year construction of One World Trade Center (1 WTC) and the National September 11 Memorial & Museum. 1x53 HD

**SEPTEMBER 26**

ANNIVERSARY OF CONCORDE’S INAUGURAL ATLANTIC FLIGHT

**Concorde: The Untold Story**
Go inside the race to build the first supersonic airliner between Europe's Concorde, the Soviet TU144 and America's Boeing 2707, from the first plans to the death of the supersonic dream 40 years later. Could supersonic make a comeback? 2x47 HD